DATA SHEET:
Managed Internet
CALL + 44(0)333 2000 903

Managed Internet from SOLUTION IP
These days any business needs a fast, dependable internet connection. There are many different applications
and processes that rely on connectivity, from email, e-commerce, supporting remote and mobile workers,
long distance conference calling, media streaming and web browsing. For those companies also wishing to
update their telephony to an IP based system, a robust and reliable connection is a must.
Our Managed Internet services ensure that your business is set up with the right connection type for your
business needs.

Leased Lines

Key Features:

A Leased Line is a high-performance permanent connection from your premises to the
internet network.
It is a dedicated, private line and only carries communications such as voice, data and
internet traffic from your company, which means you don’t have to share your bandwidth
with any other companies or residential users. This, coupled with the guaranteed level of
service that accompanies a Leased Line, means it is a reliable choice for businesses who are
also looking for a solid infrastructure to help them grow and maintain service quality.
High speed connections up to 10Gigs are available.
If Broadband connectivity is mission-critical to your business then a leased line is the most
reliable, dedicated connection available to you.
We offer a 100% Service Level Agreement (SLA) in the form of backup connectivity,
supported on a 24/7 basis by our expert engineers.
Leased lines are scalable, flexible solutions for businesses who are in the process of
expanding their operations- there are a range of different bandwidth options for scalability
also available.

• Dedicated, high performance
connection
• Speeds of up to 10 GBPs
• Flexible: bandwidth can be
increased as demanded
• 100% SLA and backup
connectivity is provided
• 24/7 technical support

How does it work?
Your premises

10Mbps - 10Gbps
Dedicated circuit

ISP Network

Internet
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Managed Router

Backup line
(ADSL, ADSL2+, GEA, EFM)

For added resiliance, backup circuits can go to a seperate router
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Ethernet in the First Mile
(EFM)

Key Features:

EFM is a reliable and uncontended connection type. It can deliver
speeds of between 2MBPs to 35 MBPs, and can represent a costeffective alternative to a Leased Line for those businesses looking
for a dedicated connection.

• 2MBPs to 35 MBPs

The number of copper pairs used depends on several factors such as the distance
between your business and the nearest serving exchange. Using multiple bonded
copper lines like this means that if one pair fails, your connection will still be
operational, until the issue has been resolved.

• Uncontended (1:1 Contention)

• Cost effective
• Quick to install
• Private and secure connection

Our EFM solutions also come with comprehensive SLAs, with 24/7 support
available in the unlikely event of any connection failure.

• Viable alternative to Leased
Line

EFM is well suited to organisations or companies that want much greater reliability
in their connection at an affordable price. An affordable Ethernet solution can also
help with the adoption of cloud hosted services, and IP based voice and data.

• 100% SLA
• 24/7 technical support

Call +44 (0)800 849 9149 now to speak to an expert
member of our team

How does it work?
Your premises

2 to 8 bonded copper pairs
for 2 Mbps - 35Mbps access
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Backup line
(ADSL, ADSL2+, GEA, EFM)
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